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INTRODUCTION 

On 12 February 1881, a powder snow avalanche of enormous power submerged the Sache River 

gorges, blocking the Isère River bed and covering the southern half of the village of Les Brévières, 

downstream from the today’s Tignes dam. A dozen houses were buried under 10–20 m snow and tree 

debris. Thirty-three people were surprised in their sleep but after five days of search operations, only 

nine deaths were recorded. This avalanche, one of the most catastrophic in Savoie (France), had never 

descended so low in living memory and has never recurred in such proportions since then. However 

rare it may be, this event is nonetheless the most widely known occurring after the Little Ice Age and 

on a site that has remained as it was at the time. This event was therefore taken into account in the 

Tignes Natural Risk Prevention Plan drawn up in 2005. A large part of Les Brévières, which had 

become a ski resort, was thus in a high-risk zone and subjected to severe restrictions that were often 

incompatible with rehabilitation of old constructions.  

The town of Tignes accepted this zoning but wished to have a study conducted to size effective long-

term avalanche barrier protections against this reference event, which could reduce the level of 

exposure and the restrictions on town planning in Les Brévières. The most appropriate solution 

appeared rapidly: construction of one or two deflecting dikes in the outlet of the couloir, so that the 

flow could be deflected toward an uninhabited zone. Given the complexity of the site and the possible 

trajectories, the Savoie RTM department, commissioned for this expert assessment, proposed that the 

structures be sized based on a 2D numerical simulation of the 1881 avalanche. The ETNA unit of the 

Cemagref in Grenoble was called in for assistance. The naturalist approach of the RTM expert 

combined with the theoretical knowledge of the researcher, himself the author of the model, were an 

undeniable asset for the mission’s success.  

METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted in six phases:  

1) Creation of a field model of the entire expanse of the 1881 avalanche; 

2) Summary of all aspects contributing to the knowledge of the 1881 avalanche and the local 

snow conditions so as to parametrize 1D and then 2D modeling of the reference phenomenon;  

3) Presizing the deflecting dikes, using historical data, the results from modeling the site, and the 

results of the site’s limitations, then insertion into the DTM of the structures in 3D; 

4) Modeling the reference avalanche with the deflection dikes, then proposals to improve the 

structure to reduce the impact of the residual phenomenon on Les Brévières; 

5) New simulation with the properly sized deflection dikes, followed by analysis of the residual 

risk behind the structures;  

6) Proposal of new regulatory avalanche risk zoning on the urbanized part of Les Brévières, 

taking this permanent protective structure into account. 
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RESULTS 

The many archives relating the 1881 avalanche (notably the photos of the event taken by Paul 

Mougin, an illustrious Forest Service engineer) were used to redefine the runout of the avalanche flow 

and the thickness of the snow deposits at Les Brévières. The avalanche’s start zone and the upper run, 

not visible on the photos, were deduced from a geomorphological analysis. Once the trajectory and 

dimensions of the reference event had been established, rough and iterative modeling using Saint 

Venant 1D software was required to propose coherent flow variables with this scenario (volume of 

snow being displaced, dry and turbulent friction coefficients). These parameters were retained to 

adjust the 2D Saint Venant software. To reduce the adjustment time, we retained a 5-m time step in 

the upper part, reduced to 1 m near the structures. Between two structures, a new simulation had to be 

launched based on the flow already established.  

The results were faithful to the avalanche observed in terms of avalanche coverage and deposit height, 

with, however, excess overflow on the left side, right of a turn, generating excessive extension toward 

the heart of Les Brévières. A substantial overflow in the dense phase occurred at this level and the 

model warned of its possible role in damaging the village. A second deflecting dike was therefore 

planned under this trajectory as a complement to the initial one planned at the outlet of the couloir. 

Presizing the deflecting dikes in relation to the height and speed of the flow incident suggested a 16-

m-high structure at the couloir’s outlet, varying from 10 to 16 m in height under the overflow zone. 

Once injected into the MNT and compared to the numeric simulation, the secondary deflection dike 

was shown to be ineffective in deflecting the overflow. Even overestimated, this overflow required 

enhancing the structure and increasing its storage capacity.  

A new simulation based on the improved project remained disappointing: the avalanche front seemed 

hardly more disrupted than before. We then had the idea of reducing the slope of the avalanche front, 

by lengthening the duration of the increase in flow speed, which had been arbitrarily set at 2 seconds 

when the calculations were reinitialized in the lower part. This small correction improved the realism 

of the simulated avalanche, notably its overflow on the left side, and clearly increased the efficacy of 

the structure. The results show that the southern fringe of Les Brévières appeared in even greater 

danger from the spreading of snow deposits at the outlet of the deflecting dikes, but the phenomenon 

seems amplified by the model’s rheological hypotheses.  

In the end, the pair of deflection dikes, requiring 150,000 m
3
 of backfill (90,000 m

3
 brought in from 

elsewhere) greatly increased safety. Building permits on a dozen existing buildings were accorded and 

architectural restrictions on areas where construction was permitted were reduced.  

 

    

Fig. 1 Extension of 1881 avalanche, as illustrated Fig. 2 Numerical simulation with deflection dikes. 
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